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X-Beam is a 24F, 1.9E (true),
Architectural appearance glulam, sized
to match 4" and 6" framing.
X-Beam is the first architectural glulam beam to match
standard 4" and 6" framing lumber and it has become
the choice for a building industry increasingly focused
on value engineering. X-Beam is on the ground and
ready for next-day delivery.
Hardware
Major hardware manufacturers like Simpson and USP
support X-Beam products with full lines of compatible
hardware. Any hanger that publishes a DF connection
value will work with X-Beam. Standard timber hardware is typically much less money than comparable
glulam hardware.
Available Net Widths:
• Beams: 31/2", 51/2", 63/4", and 83/4"
• Columns: 31/2" x 6", 51/2" x 51/2", 51/2" x 6"
I-Joist and Conventional Glulam Depths
• I-Joist Depths: 91/2", 117/8", 14", 16", 18"
• Glulam Depths: 6" through 30" in 11/2" increments
Also available in 91/4" and 111/4" depths
Ecological Benefits
Glulam was green before green was a buzzword and
X-Beam is manufactured from renewable 2nd and 3rd
generation forests. X-Beam is manufactured with wetuse adhesives that meet or exceed the most stringent
global emission standards.

Strong and versatile, X-Beam is the engineering choice
for single and multi-family structures.
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Rosboro X-Beam:
Cut Costs Not Quality And It Fits
X-Beam is the most cost-effective engineered wood
product in the market today. Builders and developers
appreciate that X-Beam saves them money without
sacrificing performance. X-Beam is the smart choice
for short window and door headers due to its ease of
installation and its superior price advantage. I-Joist
depth X-Beam also provides significant savings in the
floor framing package since it is interchangeable with
higher cost LVL in most residential floor applications.
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Rosboro’s Treated X-Beam is finished to an Architectural appearance and is made from coastal region
Douglas fir. Rosboro’s Treated X-Beam is treated with
Hi-Clear II – a clear wood preservative that leaves the
beam an attractive honey-color.
The treatment protects against decay, mold, bacteria,
and insects, including the Formosan termite. Backed
with a 25-year warranty, Rosboro Treated X-Beam
products are an excellent choice for decks, porches, and
balconies where appearance is critical.
Beams Are Available in Common Sizes:
Widths: 31/2" and 51/2"
Depths: 91/2", 117/8", 14", 16" and 18"
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